
Dear comrades of  
Communist Party of Greece (Marxist-Leninist) 
  
We have learned that you are having your 7th congress in the near future. It will take place not 
only under the circumstances of a global crisis but also in times of fierce mass struggles in 
Greece . We do not know much about the current situation of the struggles in your country and 
how you are acting but we are confident that you give your best to fight as a revolutionizing force 
and to gather the most progressive forces. We think that the revolutionary communist party can 
successfully be built only amidst the social and economic struggles, and that it can only advance 
when the communists firmly concentrate on the complicated tasks they are facing as a vanguard 
of the struggles.  
 
Our organisation, too, was faced with such tasks by a mass movement of the Austrian students in 
the last months – although the movement was on a much lower level than the current struggles in 
Greece . For us it was not easy especially because in Austria such mass movements are very 
rare but we succeeded in using our limited possibilities and nevertheless could gain certain 
success.  
 
The reason why the communists are globally and increasingly confronted with mass struggles is 
certainly based in the global economic crisis. This situation not only offers great possibilities for 
the communists but is also a test for the respective political line. In these struggles we must stand 
alongside the masses. We must fight against predominant illusions in crisis and capitalism, we 
must forward revolutionary communism against social-democrat, reformist and euro-revisionist 
ideas. At the same time we must decisively criticize all forms of mechanistic collapse theories and 
must defend and develop our scientific approach. 
  
The current global situation once again makes clear the importance of relations and contacts 
fostered and developed among the revolutionary communist parties and organisations. This is 
important for mutual exchange, for learning from each other and trying to develop a common line 
and common practice for many issues. That is necessary on the one hand because communism 
is internationalist or not real, on the other hand because international tasks require international 
answers from the communists. This will not be completely possible before the communist parties 
and organisations advance the revolutionary party building process in their respective countries, 
root themselves deeply in the most important sectors of class struggle. We think that last summer 
your party and our organisation made an important step in regard of international coordination 
according to our possibilities. We intend, of course, to continue the contacts and if possible 
deepen them, but we do not at all think of something like a “new international” that does not exist 
at present (not even in an embryonic form) and will well not emerge in the near future. We 
however think that it could be helpful for both of us to continue and intensify discussion and that it 
is important to grasp this task and advance it. 
  
We wish you much success for your congress and hope that you will succeed in fulfilling the tasks 
you have planned. So we are sending you revolutionary red greetings from Austria to Greece to 
the 7th congress of the Communist Party of Greece (Marxist-Leninist)! 
  
Forward with KKE(m-l)! 
Long live World Revolution! 
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